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* LEITER OF TRANSI\IISSION WITH LESSON SIX * 
Dear Fellow .,Student : 

Here i·s Lesson Number Six. It talks about Alfred, my 15 year old boy. My older Students will 
remember I often write about Alfred. They have seen him grow up. Many of them have sent him beau
tiful presents. He's a wonderful chap and quite a joy to me. As I write this he's covered with bruises 
and scratches and is as stiff as a board-you see-football has ju~·t rtarted in The Moscow High S'chool, 
and Alfred made ·the team. He's very proud of the fact. So am I. I want to lay a lot of stress on your 
relaxing exerdses and the affirmation please. BE IN EARNEST. BE FAITHFUL, BE TRUE. 
NOTHING ON EARTH MATTERS EXCEPT A LIFE LIVED TRYING TO HELP OTHERS. When 
God comes into a human life, AUTOMATICALLY, one wants to tell others of the liberating truth. I 
know of religious teachings which embarrass one when asked to talk about them. Not so here--for we 
are giving to the world for the first time to our knowledge, THE TRUTH OF THE EXISTENCE 
OF GOD. So study carefully with me please. Don't forget your monthly donation. I have a big enough 
load for one man on my shoulders, and if you all do your part, my load will be considerably lightened. 
Furthermore, I shall be able to spread this message of God much faster if you, every month, send in 
what you have agreed to send. You will, won't you? Thanks a lot. 

Cordially your friend and fellow-Student, 

QUESTIONS FOR LESSON NUMBER S1X 

1. Why does Doctor Robinson ask that his Students follow him closely in these Lessons? 
2. In what ways is Alfred's learning to play the pipe-organ similar to our mastering the 
spiritual Truths of God? 
3. Are there any short cuts into the Realm of the Spirit of God? 
4. What two things must we understand before we will be able to grasp the Power itself? 
5. Is there any need of "faith" in this Movement? 
6. In whalt ways are the results of the application of the God-Law and a scientific law identical? 
7. What has brought about wars, and consequently, what can prevent wars in the future? 
8. What changes in your character will begin to manifest as results of communion with the 
Realm of the S-oirit of God? 
9. What three primary benefits shall we derive from mastering the Spiritual Truths of the 
ReaJm of the Spirit of God? 
10. Repeat the affirmation Doctor Robinson gives in this Lesson. 


